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Abstract. In this paper, we present a parallax-robust hexahedral panoramic video stitching method. An efficient three-stage stitching procedure is
proposed. In the preprocessing stage, layered feature points matching
strategy extracts feature matches lying in different depth layers. In the
rough alignment stage, based on the first layer of feature matches, global
projective warping estimates and refines camera parameters by considering the constraints among all cameras to avoid accumulated errors. With
camera parameters, image pixels are roughly mapped onto a spherical
surface. In the refined alignment stage, based on multiple layers of feature
matches, layered content-preserving warping further aligns abundant feature pairs exploited from multiple depth layers, so as to alleviate ghosting
caused by large parallax. Experimental results show that our method can
effectively stitch panoramic video without noticeable parallax errors.
Keywords: Hexahedral panoramic stitching · video stitching · layered
content-preserving warping
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Introduction

A panoramic video records omni-directional lights from the surrounding environment, which allows viewers to interactively look around the scene, providing a
strong sense of presence. This potential change of the viewing paradigm inspires
content creators to produce panoramic video. Several freewares and commercial
softwares are available for panoramic video stitching, such as AutoStitch 1 and
Kolor Autopano 2 .
One of the most popular methods utilizes a structured hexahedral panoramic rig and multiple wide-angle cameras (e.g. GoPro, see Fig. 1(a)) to capture
images of different views. Then panoramic stitching algorithms follow to stitch
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Fig. 1: (a) The pipeline of our proposed method. (b) Roughly aligned panoramic
result, which is rendered on a spherical surface and expanded as a latitudelongitude image. (c) The non-overlapping region and the overlapping region in
(b) are filled with black and gray, respectively.
captured images. Since more than half of the areas are non-overlapping in images
captured by hexahedral panoramic rig (see Fig. 1(c)), algorithms based on optical
flow estimation, such as Facebook Surround360 3 and Jump [1], are not applicable in this scenario. Other panoramic stitching pipelines, such as AutoStitch
2
and Automatic Panoramic Stitching[2], solve stitching problem by estimating
a 2D perspective warp(typically 3 × 3 homography matrix) to align the input
images. However, Homography alignment is correct only if the scene is planar
or the views differ only by rotation [8]. In practice, such conditions are usually
hard to satisfy. Therefore, global homography based image stitching algorithms
can not account for parallax errors. Recent studies use spatially-varying warping to handle parallax [3][10][11]. These methods generally divide image into
mesh grids and perform flexible warping in each mesh cell. Zhang [11] adopted
content-preserving warping to provide flexibility for handling parallax, but this
method stitches images one by one using local aligned homography. This disregards multiple constraints between images, and therefore causes accumulated
errors. Besides, spatially-varying warping relies on a set of feature correspondences computed by SIFT. However, different from common stitching data sets
4
, the hexahedral panoramic rig offers quite narrow overlap regions (See Fig.
1(c)) and thus provides very few feature point pairs, especially in scenes with
3
4
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Fig. 2: An example of ghosting artifacts caused by parallax. (a) For images with
large parallax and repeated textures, spatially varying methods like APAP[10]
fail to align the image. (b)Our method generates a well-aligned result.
smooth or repeated textures (e.g. sky and ceiling). This adversely affects the
result (See Fig. 2(a)).
In this paper, we propose an efficient parallax-robust hexahedral panoramic
video stitching method, which consists of three stage. Firstly, because the overlapping region is narrow, we utilize layered feature point matching to extract as
many feature point pairs as possible. Secondly, based on the first layer of feature
matches, we adopt global projective warping to calculate the position and orientation of cameras. This takes constraints among all cameras into account to
avoid accumulated errors. Finally, based on multiple layers of feature matches,
we utilize a layered content-preserving warping method to alleviate parallax errors. Experimental results testify the effectiveness of our proposed method over
state-of-the-art methods.

2

Proposed approach

Given initial frames, we first extract feature matches lying in different depth
layers. Based on the first layer of feature matches, we work out extrinsic and
intrinsic parameters of all the six cameras. Then image pixels are mapped to
3D coordinates and roughly aligned onto a spherical surface. Finally, based on
multiple layers of feature matches, we refine alignment utilizing layered contentpreserving. The pipeline of our proposed method is shown in Fig. 1(a).
2.1

Layered Feature Points Matching

Inspired by Gao[3] and He[4], we assume that different objects in a scene usually
lie in different depth layers, and the objects in the same layer (plane) shall
be consistent with each other in a homography transformation. Based on this,
we replace single layer homography in typical stitching pipeline with layered
homography (See Fig. 3(b) ).
Taking two adjacent images I1 and I2 for example, We extract the matched
1
2
feature point pairs P = {(p1i , p2i )}N
i=1 using a kd-tree, where pi and pi mean the
coordinate of the i-th matched feature point from I1 and I2 respectively. Given the matched feature pairs, we iteratively utilize Random Sample Consensus
(RANSAC) algorithm to robustly group the feature pairs into different layers.
Denote the matched feature pairs of layer m as Lm and its corresponding homography as Hm . For each layer, there are a set of feature point pairs that are

4
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Fig. 3: Example of improving alignment using our method. (a) Alignment result
of global homography. (b) Layered matched feature pairs, different colors indicate
different layers. (c) Refined result with layered content preserving warping.
geometrically consistent with Hm (RANSAC inliers) while others not (RANSAC
outliers). To guarantee the Hm correct, Eq. 1 gives a probabilistic model using
the same method as [2].
p(Hm iscorrect) =

nm
i
,
α + βnm
f

(1)

where p(Hm iscorrect) is the probability of finding the correct homography, nm
f
is the total number of feature point pairs in Lm , nm
i is the number of inlier, α
= 8.0, β = 0.3. Layers whose probability is smaller than threshold tmin = 0.8
are simply dropped. The detailed layered feature point pairs match process is
presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Layered feature points matching
Require: Initial pair set P1 = P , iteration index m = 0;
Ensure: Each layers matching feature pair set Lm ;
1: repeatm ← m + 1
1
2
2:
RANSAC in pair set Pm for model {p1i = Hp2i }N
i=1 , where (pi , pi ) ∈ Pm ;
3:
Divide outliers Vout and inliers Vin according to Hm ;
4:
if p(Hm iscorrect) > tmin then
5:
Set matching pair set of m-th layer as Lm = Vin ;
6:
Set homography of the m-th layer as Hm = H;
7:
end if
8:
Set the pair set of next iteration as Pm+1 = Vout ;
9: until p(Hm iscorrect) 6 tmin

2.2

Global Projective Warping

It is well studied [8] that a 3D point p = (X, Y, Z, 1) gets mapped to an image
coordinate x̂0 =(x, y, 1, d0 ) in camera 0 through the combination of a 3D rigidbody motion E0 ,


x0 =

R0 t0
p = E0 p,
0T 1

(2)
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and a perspective projection P0 ,


x̂0 ∼ 




f0
f0




 E0 p ∼ KT0 0 E0 p ∼ P0 E0 p,
1 
0 1
1

(3)

where R0 and t0 are the rotation matrix and translation matrix of camera0
extrinsic parameters, respectively; K0 is the matrix of camera0 intrinsic parameters; f0 is the focal of camera0; d0 is the depth of pixel x̂0 .
Theoretically, we can calculate the 3D coordinates of a scene by triangulation of corresponding feature matches, using the geometry of the two cameras.
However, most visual field is not overlapping in images captured by the hexahedral panoramic rig. As shown in Fig. 1(c), the black filled area denotes the
non-overlapping area, whose 3D coordinates can not be calculated by triangulation. Thus, we assume 3D scene is planar and replace the last row of E0 in Eq.2
with a genera plane equation, n̂0 · p + c0 = 0 that maps points on the plane to
image pixels d0 = 0. The mapping equation Eq.3 thus reduces to
x̂0 ∼ K0 R0 p.

(4)

Since we know the z-buffer value d0 is 0, we can map an image pixel x̂0 =(x, y, 1, d0 )
back to a 3D coordinate p using
p ∼ R0−1 K0−1 x̂0 ,

(5)

and then project it into adjacent image captured by camera1
x̂1 ∼ K1 R1 R0−1 K0−1 x̂0 ∼ K1 R10 K0−1 x̂0 ∼ H10 x̂0 ,

(6)

where H10 is a general 3 × 3 homography matrix, which can be calculated by
the first layer of feature matches L1 according to Algorithm 1.
From Eq. 6 we obtain

h00 h01 f0− 1h02
∼  h10 h11 f0− 1h12  .
f1 h20 f1 h21 f0−1 f1 h22


R10 ∼

K1−1 H10 K0

(7)

Using the orthonormality properties of the rotation matrix R10 , we can

 calcu1
late f0 , f1 and R10 . Take camera0 as a reference, we then define R0 =  1 ,
1
and thus calculate R1 according to R10 = R1 R0−1 . In the same method, we
work out extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of all the six cameras. Then bundler
adjustment [9] is employed to refine the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters.
With the solved intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, image pixels can be
mapped back to 3D coordinates according to Eq. 5.
Then we render the roughly aligned panorama. In our hexahedral panoramic
rig, the final panorama includes a full sphere of views, so we project 3D coordinates onto a spherical surface. In this case, the sphere is parameterized by two
angles (θ, φ), with 3D spherical coordinates given by
(sinθcosφ, sinφ, cosθcosφ) ∝ (X, Y, Z),

(8)
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Fig. 4: Projection from 3D coordinates to spherical coordinates
as shown in Fig. 4. For the sake of watching, the spherical surface is expanded
as a latitude-longitude image. The correspondence between coordinates is given
by
x0 = sθ = s · tan−1

X
,
Z

Y
y 0 = sφ = s · tan−1 √
,
X2 + Z2

(9)
(10)

where(x0 , y 0 ) is the latitude-longitude image coordinate and (X,Y,Z) is the 3D
coordinate. Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 3(a) show the roughly aligned result, which can
be refined by content-preserving warping.
Before content-preserving warping, we should discard erroneous matches in
feature point pairs acquired by Algorithm1. One or two erroneous matches can
adversely influence the performance of spatially-varying warping [10][11]. Thanks
to the global projective warping, we can distinguish erroneous matches whose
Euclidean distance is larger than a threshold in the roughly aligned images.
2.3

Layered Content-preserving Warping

After global projective warping, some feature pairs from multiple layers are still not aligned perfectly, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Therefore, we employ contentpreserving warping to refine the alignment.
We use I and Iˆ to denote the roughly aligned image and the refined image
with content-preserving warping, respectively. We divide I into M × N uniform
grids. The vertices in I and Iˆ are denoted by v and v̂, respectively. Then the
content-preserving is formulated as an optimization problem that aims to align
multiple layer feature pairs in I into their corresponding positions in adjacent
images, so that they can be well aligned. v̂ are the unknowns in this problem.
For each feature point pki in the i-th image Ii , we find the mesh cell contains it
and present it using a liner combination of the four cell vertices of corresponding
mesh cell in the image Ii . The linear combination coefficients are computed using
k
the inverse bi-linear interpolation method. These coefficients αm,i
can be used
k
ˆ
to combine the vertices in the output image Ii to compute pˆi .
Our content-preserving warping aims to align pki in Ii to the corresponding
point pkj in Ij , where Ii and Ij are adjacent to each other. The alignment term
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is formulated as follows.
Ep =

n−1
X

n
X

Nij

X

i=1 j=i+1

=

n−1
X

n
X

p̂ki − p̂kj

2

,

k

Nij

4
XX

i=1 j=i+1

(11)
k
αm,i
v̂m,i

−

k
αm,j
v̂m,j

2

,

m=1

k

where n is the number of images, k is the total number of feature pairs gathered
k
k
from multiple layers, αm,i
and αm,j
are the bi-linear combination coefficient, v̂m,i
and v̂m,j are the vertices of the mesh grid that contain p̂ki and p̂kj . If image Iˆi is
adjacent to Iˆj , Nij = 1; otherwise, Nij = 0.
For regions without matched feature pairs, our method maintains vertices of
mesh cell in Iˆ to be as close to I as possible, which is described as follows.
Eg = γ

X

kvi − v̂i k2 ,

(12)

i

ˆ If there is no feature
where vi and v̂i are the corresponding vertices in I and I.
point in the neighborhood of vi , γ = 1; otherwise, γ = 0.
To smoothen the local distortion during warping, we add a similarity transformation term [5] that has been widely employed as a metric for local shape
distortions,
Es = η

X

kv̂i,1 − (v̂i,2 + u(v̂i,3 − v̂i,2 ) + wR90 (v̂i,3 − v̂i,2 ))k2 ,

(13)

i

where (v̂i,1 , v̂i,2 , v̂i,3 ) denote the vertices comprising a triangle and R90 is a 90◦
rotation matrix. u and w are computed from the initial uniform mesh in I. η
is the weight for similarity transformation term of each triangle using the same
method as [5].
In order to prevent visible jitter in temporal domain, the following energy
function is added, which takes temporal smoothness into account.
2

Et =

X
i

v̂it

1
−
tw

X

v̂j

,

(14)

j∈T (i,t)

where tw is the temporal window size and T (i, t) denotes a set of indices to the
temporal neighbor vertices of vit from t−tw to t. tw is set to 5 in our experiments.
Finally, we combine the sum of the above energies into the following energy
minimization problem
E = arg min Ep + αEg + βEs + θEt ,

(15)

where the weight of α, β and θ are set to 0.01, 0.005, 0.01 respectively. Eq. 15 is
solved to get the mesh grid coordinates. We use these coordinates for rendering
the final panoramic result and store them in an index table to be re-used in
rendering the following frames.
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2.4
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Postprocessing

After content-preserving warping, the panoramic video is overall pre-aligned.
We adopt the graph-cut seam finding method [6] to relieve artifacts. After seamcutting, we perform multi-band blending and exposure adjustment [8] to create
a seamless panoramic image.

3

Experiments

To evaluate the performance of our proposed video stitching method, we conduct both qualitative and quantitative experiments. The inputs are 2704 × 2028
fisheye videos captured by hexahedral panoramic rig. Before experiments, we
utilize algorithm[7] to correct the geometrical distortion.
3.1

Qualitative Comparison

To evaluate the proposed layered content-preserving algorithm, we compared
our method to two state-of-the-art methods of APAP [10] and Kolor Autopano
Giga 2 in Fig. 5(a)-5(f).
APAP [10] applies spatially-varying warping but highly depends on the performance of the feature point pairs. In Fig. 2(a), the repeated patterns on the
floor disturb the result of APAP [10]. In green and blue box of Fig. 5(d), APAP
[10] suffers from structural distortion caused by erroneous matches. APAP [10]
can neither handle large parallax when it lacks of sufficient point matches, as
shown in blue box of Fig. 5(a) and purple box of Fig. 5(d).
Kolor Autopano Giga 2 is a state-of-the-art commercial software in image
stitching. However, it is not robust enough to account for indoor large parallax
and causes apparent ghosting, as indicated by the red circle in Fig. 5(b) 5(e).
Our method combines the advantages of both global projective warping and
content preserving warping. We preserve image structures, explore abundant
feature pairs from multiple layers and align them through content-preserving
warping. From Fig. 5(c) and 5(f) we can see that the stitching results of our
algorithm are more visually pleasing than others.
3.2

Quantitative comparison

We compute the root mean square error (RMSE) on matched points in the final
warped result of APAP[10], Kolor Autopano 2 and our method, respectively.
For a fair comparison, we use the same matched points extracted from Kolor
Autopano 2 . Table 1 shows that APAP [10] performs generally better than Kolor
in Fig.1(a, b) and Fig.5 (a, b, c), but it makes an apparent error in Fig. 5(d),
which results from the wrong feature point matches. The result indicates that
our method outperforms other two methods.
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(a) APAP

(b) Kolor Autopano Giga

(c) Ours

(d) APAP

(e) Kolor Autopano Giga

(f) Ours

Fig. 5: Comparisons among APAP, Kolor Autopano Giga2 , and Our
method(Correspondences are color-coded).
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Table 1: Quantitative evaluation (pixel unit).
Datasets
Fig. 1(a,b)
Fig. 5(a, b, c)
Fig. 5(d, e, f)

4

APAP
3.56
3.28
5.89

Kolor Autopano Giga
3.72
3.48
4.67

Ours
2.09
1.95
2.52

Conclusion

This paper presents a parallax-robust hexahedral panoramic video stitching
method. We propose a hybrid strategy which combines global projective warping
and spatial-vary warping to improve panoramic video quality. We first extract feature matches lying in different depth layers. After that, we give full play
to global projective warping, which estimates the position and orientation of
cameras jointly based on the first layer of the feature matches. Then we render
images onto a spherical surface. Erroneous matches are discarded and layered
content-preserving warping is performed to align feature points subtly. Both
subjective and objective experiments are conducted to testify the effectiveness
of our method over some state-of-the-art methods.
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